DESCRIPTION

311-page typescript by Bill Griffen entitled “The Chiricahua Apache Population Resident at the Janos Presidio, 1792 to 1858.” Includes a summary of Apache Chiefs, Janos area by name for the time period giving dates as chief and location. The manuscript contains statistical analyses based on census and ration records for the presidio of Janos, Chihuahua.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Griffen is an anthropologist; he was professor and chairman of the anthropology department at Northern Arizona University.
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ACQUISITION

Roberta Officer donated this material in 1996, as part of the Jim Officer Papers.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Kim Frontz, March 2000.